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+3226444888 - http://www.artwokcafe.be

A comprehensive menu of Art Wok Café from Beersel covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Marta Castillo likes about Art Wok Café:
Beautiful discovery ... warm welcome ... very pleasant place ... delicious dishes... specialion for the cook

...presentation of dishes and very professional service ... very beautiful wine map ... we have spent a delicious
evening and will return back. read more. What Milan Herman doesn't like about Art Wok Café:

Not so friendly not so delicious I liked the fried tofu but for the other dishes I can’t give a star. Price was pretty
high for the quality. Maybe this is because Asian food is familiar for me. Also the worst thing was the juice was
super tiny so needed to order more. read more. Art Wok Café from Beersel uses for its tasty meals the Thai

culinary popular spices and (fish-)sauces, along comes freshly harvested vegetables, seafood and meat,
Furthermore, the visitors of the restaurant enjoy the comprehensive selection of the differing coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant has available. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Art Wok Café.
Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients taste, Particularly the impossible fusions of

various foods offer the visitors a remarkable taste experience of this extraordinary fusion cuisine.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Past�
RAVIOLI

P�z�
FUSION

Mai� course�
SIDE SALAD

Sid� dishe�
SCAMPI

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

ASIÁTICA

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
ANANAS CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

TOFU

CHICKEN

BEEF
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